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Abstract
We consider possible mixing oFelectromagneticand gravitationi:! shock waves,in the Planckianenergy scatteringof point
particles in Minkowski space, By boosting a Reissner-Nordstriimblack hole solution to the velocity of light, it is shown
that no mixing of shock waves takes place for arbitrary finite chargecarried by the black hole. However, a similar boosting
procedurefor a charged black hole solution in dilaton gravity yield; some mixing. the wave function of even a neutral test
particle, acquiresa small additional phasefacior dependingon ihe dilalonic black hole charge.Possibleimplications for poles
in the amplitudes for the dilaton gravity caseare discussed.

1. Introduction
The predominance of shock waves as instantaneous
mediators of gauge and gravitational interactions in
two particle scattering at Plan&an centre of mass energies and fixed low momentum transfers has been the
subject of some interest recently [ l-51. All purely local gauge and/or gravitational field degrees of freedom decouple in this kinematical regime. The residual
degrees of’ freedom are basically gauge or coordinate
transformation parameters evaluated on the boundary
of the null plane, describing a simpler field theory
whose classical solutions represent appropriate shock
waves. Two particle S-matrices are exactly calculable from these reduced theories and reproduce, wherever possible, th& corresponding eikonal amplitudes
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[3,10]. There are of course situations when this decoupling of local degrees of freedom is ncjt easy to
establish within a field theory, as e.g., when magnetic
monopoles are present. However, this does not deter description of the ensuing interactions in terms of
shock waves, nor does it in any way affect the computation of two particle amplitudes. The interplay between electromagnetic anti gravitational in!eractions is
particularly significant in this case since the magnetic
monopole sector is basically strongly coupled, akin to
gravity at Planckian energies [ 51.
The gravitational shock wave relevant to two particle scattering in Minkowski space has been obtained
[6] in one of two ways: either by demanding that
the Minkowskian geometry with a lightlike particle
present is the same as an empty Minkowski space with
coordinates shifted along the geodesic of the particle,
or by a process of ‘boosting’ the metric of a massive particle to luminal velocities when its mass exponentially decays to zero. Since there are well known
(electrically and magnetically) charged black hole so-
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lutions of the Einstein iquation, hoostirigsuch SOIUtions to the velocity of light would of cowsc produce
both gravitationaland +ectromagncticshock waves.
It is then important to determinewhetherthesetwo
speciesof shockwdvcsactuallymir. The problemmay
be statedsuccinctlyas follows: the calculationof the
amplitudein the shockwavepictureentailscomputing
the’phasefrctot that the shock wave induceson the
wave function of the targetparticle.When both parti@escarrycharge,phasefactorsareinducedby electromagnetismand gravity independentlyof the other.It
hti’been assumedin the literaturethat, with both shock
wavespresent,the net phasefactor is simply the sum
of the individualphasefactors[ I ,3,5]. In other words,
the gravitationaland electromagnetic
shockwavesare
assumedto travelcollinearlywithout interaction,even
thoughthey areextremelylocalizedsingulcli-field configurations.In our opinion, this assumptionwarrants
justification. This is what is attemptedin the sequel.
The study of mixing of the two varietiesof shock
wavesproceedsby consideringblack hole solutions
that also carry electric/magneticcharge,and as such,
produceboth kinds of shock wavesupon boostinga
la Dray and ‘t Hooft [6]. In SectionII we show that
a boostingof the standardReissner-Nordstrijm
black
hole metric leadsto a decouplingof electromagnetic
and,gravitationaIeffects in a somewhatsubtle manner: the part of the boostedmetric that dependsexplicitly on the charge,can bl: removedby a diffeomorphism,leaving behind a piece which cannot,being non-differentiableat x- = 0. This ‘discontinuity’ in the boostedmetric, which constitutesthe gravifational shock wave, is identical to the discontinuity in the boostedSchwarschildmetric, independent
of the chargeof its parentblack hole solution.In the
next section, we attempt an applicationof a similar
boostingprocedureto chargedblack hole solutionsof
four dimensionaldilaton gravity. For genericvalues
of the charge,thi$ endeavorresultsin a boostedmetric whose disconlinuiticsdo explicitly dependon the
charge.More importantly,in this caseboth null coordinatesappearto warranta discontinuoustransformaticn. WCdiscussthe implicaticlnof this in termsof
singularitiesof the mcttic, and show that the gravitational phaseshiIi of the wave function of a test particlc &pen& on the bladk hole chargeeven when the
particle itself is neutral.We end in Section i’J with a
few concludingremarks.
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2. Decoupling in the Reissner-Nor&r&n

case

The gravitationalfield due to a stationarypoint particle of massM and electricchargeQ is given by the
standardReissner-NordstrSm
metric

d.? = ( I P 2

+y!

+ -$-)

-‘dr*

- r2di12 ,

(1)

where G is Newton’s constant.The question we addresshere is: if the particle is Lorentz-boostedto a
velocity p N I, what will be the natureof the gravitational field as observedin the ‘stationary’frame?Let
us assume,for simplicity and without lossof generality, that the partic!e is boostedin the +z direction, so
that z, t are relatedto the tranformedcoordinatesZ, T
accordingto
T= tcoshp+zsinhp
Z=tsinhp+zcoshp.

(2)

The parameterp is called rapidity: @ = tanhp. The
null coordinatesare defined as usual as X* = t f 2.
The boosting involvesparametrizingthe massof the
black hole as M = 2pe+ wherep is,thk momentum
of the boostedparticle, lying almost entirely in the
longitudinaldirection.p is usuallykept fixed at a large
value in thr: boosting process,and the limit of the
boostedmetric is evaluatedas p -+ (30.In this limit,
the Rcissner-Nordstrijm
metric assumesthe form
2Gp
GQ=
ds’ -+ dx {dn+ - dx- [ Ix-) - (x-)21)
- dx:

.

(3)

The boostedmetric does indeed seemto dependexplicitly on the chargeQ . But, notice that this dependenceis confinedto a part of the metric that can be
remove,.ny a diffeomorphism,albeit one that is singular at the origin. However,the part that goesas l/lx-l
cannot be removedby any difl’eomorpbism;this latter, of course,is ‘preciselythe part that is associated
with the gravitationalshock wave [I ]. Further. not
onIy is its coefficientindependentof Q . it is identical
to the the coefficientof the 1/Ix- 1term in the boosted
Schwarschildmetric [ 1,6]. All memoryof the charge
af the parent black hole solution is obliteratedupon
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boosting, insofar as the gravitational shock wave is
concerned.Consequently,the mutual transparencyof
the two shock waves follows immediately.4 Hence
the net phaseshift of the wave function of a test particle moving in the two shock waves is simply the
sum of the phasefactorsinduced individuallyby each
shock wave. This, in the case of scatteringof two
electric charges,simply amountsto the replacement
Gs + Gs + ee’as mentionedin Refs [ 1,3]. A similar decoupling of electromagneticand gravitational
shock wavescan be seenby boostinga magnetically
chargedReissner-Nordstromsolution, which justifies
once again the determinationof the net phasefactor
in the test chargewave iunction as the sum of the individual phasefactors in Planckiancharge-monopole
scattering[ 51.
The foregoing analysisis completelygeneral,and
requiresno assumptionon the strengthof the chargeQ,
exceptperhapsthat it be finite. However,an analysisof
the singularitiesof the the metric in ( 1) indicatesthat,
if one is to abideby the dictatesof CosmicCensorship,
the charge Q must obey Q < M. In the extremal
lim it, the boostingprocedureadoptedaboveforces Q
to decayexponentiallyto zero as the rapidity runs to
infinity. The electromagneticshockwave,by withering
away in this lim it, then trivially decouplesfrom the
gravitational one. This was first pointed out in Ref.

3. Non-decoupling in dilaton gravity

The chargedblack hole solutionof four dimensional
dilaton gravity, obtainedas a part of an effective low
energy theory from the heterotic string compactified
on somecompactsix-fold, is given, following [8,9j.
ass
ds2= (1 -$)-‘[(I
-(,q!!!

where, cy z Q2e-*40, with +a being the asymptotic
valueof the dilaton lield 4. The metric reducesto the
Schwarzschildmetric when cy - 0, and, not surprisingly, sharesthe coordinatesingularity at r = 2GM
which becotnesthe event horizon for the curvature
singularityat r = 0. In addition, thereis the ‘singularity’ at r = (Y/M which is not necessarilya coordinate
singularity.We shall return to this point later.
We now apply the boostingprocedureelaboratedin
the last sectionto this metric. The massof the black
hole is parametrizedas M = 2pe-? and the Lorentztransformedmetric is evaluatedin the lim it as the rapidity p + co for fixed large p. The result can be
expressedas the M inkowski metricin termsof sh$&
coordinatedifferentials,
ds2 --+ df.: a.?- - (di:1)2

- Y)dP
)--Id2 - (I - -&)r*dll’l

,

(4)

..
J We note here that our approach and results for the
Nordstriim cast dil%r somewhat from those of Ref. [ 71
fact. the limiting procedure employed appears to yield
electromagnetic
shock waves in the luminal limit.
5 This metric is the so-called string metric 19 I. What
equally valid for the Einstein metric.

Reissnerwhere, in
vanishing
follows

is

,

where,
*
di+ ,= dx’+ -

d?- = dx-

lx-1
dx( y+i
)
]--AL.2,1lx-1

( l-&,
dZ l=dxI.

[71.
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(5)

Severalfeaturesemergeimmediatelyfrom theseequations; of these,the most striking is the explicit dependenceon the charge(Yof terms that will surely contributeto the gravitationalshockwavebecauseof their
non-differentiablefunctional form. No 1~1s~
important
is the fact that, in this cast, the coordinatcx- which, in
the Schwarschild(and Reissner-NordstrSm)
case(s),
defined the null surface (x- = 0) along which the
two M inkowski spaceswere to be glued, is now itself subjectto transformationby sucha discontinuous
function, againexplicitly dcpendtngon LY.Before EXaminingtheseaspectsin detail, we note in passingthat
the resultsreduceto thosein the Schwarschildcasein
the lim it LY= 0, as indeedis expected.
First of all, the chargecr may be chosento be small
by takinga largevalueof $0, so that,with a largevalue
of p, one can binomially expandthe denominatorsin
the rhs of the first two equationsin (5); this yields,
for points away from x- = 0,
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+S(ff2/p)
1dx(6)
-L
2/p”
).
di.”=dx’
+2p,xl,
- di3.cq
4Gp
-+
[ Ix-l

dl+‘z&+-

4a
w-)2

-

(7)

We now observethat, as far as the shift in d.r” is concerncd,the part that will contributeto the gravitational
shook ivavcis in fact, independent of c., and, furthermore,is identicalto the resultin the Schwarschildand
hencethe Reissner-Nordstrom
case.As for the latter
solution, the a-dependentpart may be renderedinnocuousby a smoothdiffeomorphism.
This is howevernot the casefor the shift in d.x-,
which is explicitly o-dependent.Clearly, the gravitational shock wave now possessesa more complicated geometricalstructurethan in the earlier examples. The geometrycan no longerbc expressedas two
Minkowskr spacesglued after a shift along the null
surfaceX- = 0, for now there is a discontinuity in
the x- coordinateat that very point, in contrastto the
previouscaseswhereit was continuous.This discontinuity has a rather seriousimplication: unlike in the
earliersituationwhereinthe coordinaten- could well
serve as the affinc parametercharacterisingthe nut1
geodesicof a test particle crossingthe gravitational
shock wave (cf. [ 61). a null geodesicis actually incomplete in this situation.To see this in more detail,
considerthe geodesicequationsof a very light particle
moving in the Lorcntz-boostedmatric t4),
I”=

‘*
(

g

singularity in questionmust be a cutvuture singularity. Although for the Reissner-Nordstrom
case also,
for genericvalueof the charge,the singularityat r = 0
is no longerhidden by the eventhorizon,there are no
other singularitiesawayfrom this point. In the present
instance,the singularityat r = 0 is actuallyprotected
by the Schwarzschildhorizon. One might consider
imposingan extremalcondition on the chargecy(vid.
[9]): ff = 2M2 to mitigate the circumstances.However,this limit is not interestingfor our purpose,for
the samereasonthat the extremalReissner-Nordstrom
is not - the chargedecaysexponentiallyto zero with
the rapidity going off to infinity.
The non-decouplingof gravitational and electromagneticeffectsthat we seeherecan be mademorearticulate if one p~r,ceeds
to actuallycalculatethe phase
shift of the wave function of a test particle encountering the gravitationalshock wave, notwithstanding
the pathologiesdelineatedabove.The Eqs. (5) above
for the differentialsare consistentwith the following
finite shifts, obtainedby generalizingresultsof [ 61,
c
X> = x: + 2Gp In p*t-:

x; =x2+
x,=x<

2lnp”&
2P

I

(9)

With these,following [ I] we can easily calculatethe
net yhascshift of the wave function of a test particle
due purely to gravitationaleffect@:

E
r

)

= ( I -- -?-j+-;

(++)I

.

(8)

Unlike the geodesic equations for a boosted
Schwarzschildmetric, which can bc solvedpcrturbativety in a powerseriesin the massM (or alternatively
in the parametere-p (where p is the rapidity), 163
theseequationsdo not admit any perturbativcsolution
hccauscof the singularity at I’ = (Y[M. Taking recourseto singularperturbationthrory doesnot evade
the problem; the definition of a contirmms aftine paramter is not por?iblein this case It follows that the

Here, kl is the transversemomentumof the test partic.le.Thus,evenif the test particle is electromagnetically neutral,its wavefunction undergoesa phaseshift
that dependsrrnthe chargeof the blackhole boostedto
product the gravitationatshockwave.This is a novel
phenomenon,in our opinion, although,strictly speaking, in the kinematical regime under consideration,
the magnitudeof the effect is small, Nevertheless,the
mixing of the electromagneticand gravitationalshock
waves,in this caseis quite obvious.
The scatteringamplitudefor a test particte,encountering such a gravitationalshock wave can be calculated following Ref. [I]. Modulo standardkinematical factorsand irrelevantconstants,the answeris
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f(hO

- 7

-i(Gs+ag))

I-- i(Gs + a%,)
(

(11)

Since the calculation is performed in a coordinate
frame in which the test particle is assumedto be moving slowly, the amplitudedoes not appearmanifestly
Lorentz-invariant,although there is nowhereany violation of Lorentz symmetry. A more refined calculation where Lorentz invariance is explicitly maintainedcan indeedbe donefollowing VerlindeandVerlinde [ 21, but will not be reportedhere.The only likely
outcomeof such a calculationwill he the replacement
of the quantity ki by the squaredmomentumtransfer t upto some numerical coefticient of L?(1). As
a consequence,the poles in ( 1I) would undergoa
shift of 0( icuGt/N2) from their integer-valued(given
by N) positions on the imaginary ‘axis found in the
Schwarzschildcase [ I ]. This shift is quite different
from similar shifts when electromagneticeffects are
includedbasedupona decouplingassumption[ 1,3,51.
The non-decouplingis manifest from the coefficient
CWG
in this case. Also, the electromagneticshifts are
always constantindependentof t, in contrastto what
we find here.
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itationally onto a black hole has beenanalyzed[ 61 to
producea shift of the classical event horizon. If we
also subscribeto the view [ I1 ] that this shift essentially involvesgeneralizingthe flat spacegravitational
shock wave to a curved background,then a particle
whosefields are obtainedby boostingfields of a dilaton black hole would causeextra shifts of the horizon
of a Schwarzschildblack hole. In addition, with electric and magneticchargespresent,novel contribution.5
are to be expectedfor any S-matrix (a la ‘t Hcoft
[ 111) one may attemptto proposefor dilalonic black
holes.
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4. Conclusions

The decouplingof electromagneticandgravitational
shock waves have now been establishedfor the case
of generalrelativity, justifying thereby earlier results
incorporatingboth fields for electrically and magnetitally chargedparticles scatteringat Planckiancentreof-massenergies.The shifts in the poles due to electromagneticeffects stand vindicated.Admittedly, it is
true that in the Einstein gravity casethe poles appear
to be ytifacts of the large impact parameterapproximation [2]. But, the nature of the shift due to the
dilaton coupling tendsto reinforcethe speculationthat
string theory may actually provide a way to compute
correctionsto this approximationas a power seriesin
t. It would be interestingif this behaviourcould be retrieved from the high energystring amplitudescalculated in earlier work [ IF] in some stiitablc local field
theory limit.
The results may also have implications for biac-k
hoIes.The effect of infalling particles@lapsing grav-

As alreadynoted,the authorsin Ref. [ 73 havealso
found the shock wave geometry due to an ultrarelativistic chargedparticle. However,for this purpose,in
addition to the the mass,they have also parametrized
its chargeQ in terms of the rapidity p such that as
P-‘WQ --+0, but the electromagneticenergymonrentl,, tensor has uon-vanishingcomponents.Consequently,:or :h~, the electromagneticand gravitational shock wavesdo not decouplein the ReissnerNordstromcase.We prefer insteadto study the question of decouplingof the two speciesof shock waves
for arbitrary$xed electric chargeQ, following a naive
extensionof the direct boostingprocedureadoptedin
Ref. [ 61. This is doneboth for the Reissner-Nordstrom
and the dilaton gravity cases.It doesnot seemimperative to use a parametripationfor the charge similar
to the mass in this procedure,except in the extremal
casewherethe chargeis restrictedby the mass.If we
were to use such a chargeresealingfor the caseof the
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dilaton gravity, the resultswould indeedchangequantatively, Jthough the main qualitative outcome, viz.,
a neutraltest particle being able to ‘sense’the charge
of the luminally boostedblack hole, stands.We hasten to add, however,the ahovc conclusionsare only
to be taken seriously within the very restricted kineinatical domain of large s and vanishinglysmall fixed
b. Further, the heuristic analysispresentedhere must
eventually be supplantedby more rigorous ones. An
attemptin this direction is in progressi 121.
After completionof this paper,we becameawareof
the work of K. Sfetsos[ 131 whereinthe gravitational
fields due to a boostedneutral particle in Reissner~Nordstromand dilatonic black hole backgroundshave
b&enobtained directly from the relevant field equations. However,the issuethat we addressin this letter,
namely the decouplingof shock wsv*s, has not been
consideredthere explicitly.
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